
Journeys
- by Angie 

“Mind and matter .... softly sleeps ...in the whispering chambers of the imagination”
-Charles Dickens (Martin Chuzzlewit)

The tunnels were ringing with the voices of excited children. A helper had taken a few to a movie above 
and they were now eagerly telling others of the wonders they had seen on the silver screen. The film, 
Vincent understood, had been The Neverending Story, a book whose hero had entered a magical world 
through a book. He had read that book just a few years ago, when a copy found its way below in a 
donation from another helper.
Vincent worried that the message of the book might have been lost in the colourful characters of a 
movie. Books were popular with the children, but he knew that the ones they discussed in class could 
not always feed a child’s imagination. Even if they were fantasy, the dissection of the book inevitably 
meant that some of the magic was lost.
He and Father had often discussed ways they could instil a love of the worlds to be found in any book 
and encourage children experiment in their reading material. He had always lived in those worlds, since 
his world was circumscribed by what he was. He could, of course, experience some of what a big city 
could offer, via his secretive patrols at night - moonlight, mist, sounds and scents. Books, though, were 
his real escape. His imagination soared with each new tale, and he became immersed in it. It was a joy 
like no other. Could he explain this joy to the children? He had to try.
He decided the best way might be a poem, which would keep his thoughts focused and explain his love 
of the journeys he had taken between the covers of books.
Vincent uncapped his fountain pen and on the last page of his journal, began to write. The words seemed 
to flow easily. He smiled to himself as he relived the joy of authors who captured his imagination.

.... Strummed a harp and piped the wind and heard the phoenix sing

Those lines had come from two fantasy series which still made his heart beat happily in remembrance, 
Ursula LeGuin’s “Tales of Earthsea” and Patricia McKillip’s “Riddle of Stars”. Their beauty transcended 
anything he had read to that point, and he still revisted them, their magic undiminished by the intervening 
years. That was surely the test of a good book and superb writer, he decided. What next? Something 
more down to earth, perhaps.

I have sailed my ship in azure seas, swayed with yaw and roll

Yes, he had travelled far and wide in books. He was a captive as soon as he started reading, even of 
the driest history.
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Some of the children had seen space fantasies, and he himself had read science fiction with great 
pleasure. He must mention that genre.

I have felt the chill of deep space voids and bathed in ancient light...

There were so many wonderful writers in this area, Vincent thought, and Father’s library had a good 
representation. He remembered being engrossed in “Golden Witchbreed” and “Ancient Light” by Mary 
Gentle. An uncompromising view of power, death and destruction - yet written with such grace and 
emotion, they had kept him enthralled for weeks. He had read them slowly, so as not to finish too 
quickly. He had finished the last just before he found Catherine. Both were, he recalled, hardcover 
editions. He sighed, remembering the bittersweet joy of reading them.
How had they come to be in Father’s library? he wondered. He shook his head to clear it of the terrible 
image of an ocean of glass, and reflected that he must also remind the children that there was much to 
be learned in classics and non-fiction.

I have found new history, modern myth, upon these paper shores

And of course, it was the people, even if they only observed, which made history become real, Vincent 
reminded himself.

I have known such folk along the way, in present, future, past

Books were insights into the mind of another, and being what he was, he found that endlessly fascinating. 
He also knew that children would not appreciate that aspect until they were much older - but they had 
to be stimulated to try books beyond their years, now. And, finally, he must explain, somehow, why he 
continued to read voraciously.

Each trip I take is like the first, each tale is quite unique

Would it work? he wondered, reading over his poem. Would children understand how books could 
enrapture them, bind them, leave them other than how they started? He wrote this thought down as a 
short poem ...

Should he test it out first? He thought not, but he did want Catherine and Father to hear it. He had a 
literature class that afternoon. He would tell them both and hope that they could spare a few minutes to 
listen with the children. Catherine he knew, now that she worked in her office in the brownstone, always 
appreciated a break.

***

Vincent stood in front of the class, his pupils waiting somewhat impatiently. They had been told there 
was to be a special reading. Father and Catherine sat at the back. They were rare visitors to the 
classroom and the children kept looking around at them, puzzled.
Vincent looked down at his notes and heard some shuffling at the back. He looked up to see Pascal, 
William, Mary, Kanin, Olivia, Cullen, Rebecca and several other adults unfold some chairs and seat 
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themselves at the back. They looked up at him expectantly, with exaggerated innocence.
Vincent’s mouth twitched wryly. There were no secrets in the tunnels. His readings were rare and 
word spread quickly. Father had no doubt told someone - Mary perhaps - and Pascal had made sure 
everyone knew.
“Welcome,” he said at last. “I wanted to convey my love of books to you, my literature class - and guests 
- and perhaps inspire some special reading. This poem outlines some of the joys I have experienced 
in books.
Vincent’s deep velvet tones carried to all the corners of the silent classroom.

“I have danced in moonlight, dreamed in marble, walked a twisted road
Lived for now, looked back in sorrow, watched a tale unfold
Strummed a harp and piped the wind and heard the phoenix sing
Burned with magic, ached with joy, astride a dragon’s wing.

I have sailed my ship in azure seas, swayed with yaw and roll
Rode on beasts and galloped wild, where only sagebrush grows
Shivered in the frozen wastes, and trudged through rainbow sand
Sought the secrets, found the answer, held it in my hand.

I have felt the chill of deep space voids and bathed in ancient light
Rolled in freefall, twisted Time and joined the comet’s flight
Smelled the air of other worlds, and watched auroras flare
Stalked moons of blue and suns of red in volumes everywhere.

I have found new history, modern myth, upon these paper shores
I studied and discovered truths, yet always looked for more
Though caught in luscious chains of prose, I never lost the thrill
Of paths unrolling into mist where treasure’s hidden still.

I have known such folk along the way, in present, future, past
I meet them there, we travel on, ‘till we must part at last
For whether journey’s long or short, the saddest rule I know
Is when the grand finale’s done, I must depart and close.

Each trip I take is like the first, each tale is quite unique
My soul addicted slaves my heart and fires will speed my feet
To where the books sing siren calls that I will not deny
And banquets of delicious words await my hungry eyes. *

Vincent paused here and gazed over his audience. Several of the adults had their eyes closed and 
were smiling happily, remembering books they loved - or so he hoped.
“I have just one more short poem to share,” he remarked, when he again had everyone’s undivided 
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attention. “It is perhaps the most important lesson of all.”
It was also a reminder to his guests that this was a classroom, and this a lesson, he thought ruefully.

While reading cleave
Those hearts to yours
And you will leave
Through other doors *

There was a huge round of applause from the back and everyone stood up. The children joined in and 
rose as well, never averse to getting out of their seats.
Vincent smiled at his friends in the back.
Father raised his hand and Vincent nodded at him. The classroom was silent again as the children 
seated themselves.
“I’m sure I speak for everyone when I say that your poem was perfect,” he said. “I think we adults tend 
to forget the magic that lives in books, even novels. You have reminded us all and brought back many 
wonderful memories. I think I’d better get back to the library before someone takes a book I want to 
re-read.”
Mary raised her hand then and Vincent nodded again. She was smiling broadly.
“Thank you Vincent. That was beautiful. And now we will all leave you to your literature class.”

There was a quick shuffling and the adults filed out, each giving Vincent a thumbs up and smile as they 
left. Catherine was last and gave him a look that went straight to his core. He was sure they would be 
reading something delightful later that day.
“Thank you, everyone,” he managed to say, before they disappeared. He sighed and looked at the 
children, whose eyes were now bright with expectation. It was Kipper who raised his hand.
“Vincent, could you tell us what books you were thinking of when you wrote your poem?”
Vincent smiled. “Of course, Kipper. If you look behind me, the titles are written on the blackboard. You 
may copy them into your notebooks a little later. First, we will discuss what books you enjoyed most, 
and why. That is the best way to find new ones, you know. Everyone has different tastes and you might 
hear about a book you didn’t know existed.”
In Father’s library, Vincent mused, that latter was all too likely. The stacks seemed to grow and 
organization diminish, in direct proportion. They needed a librarian. He made mental note to discuss 
this with Father.
The discussion roamed widely that afternoon, and Vincent was happy to realize that not once had a 
movie been mentioned. Father’s library became bedlam later in the day, as children rushed to find one 
of the books on Vincent’s list. He finally ushered the children out at dinner time, to Father’s evident 
relief, and broached the idea of finding a librarian.
“You’re quite right Vincent,” Father admitted. “There must be someone we can entrust to this task, who 
will organize and keep track of this collection - without being intrusive. Can you think of anyone?”
“I’ll discuss it with Mary and Catherine, Father. I’m sure we can find someone.”
Later, in their den in the brownstone, he asked Catherine who she thought might make a good librarian. 
She thought for a moment, then smiled.
“I think Kipper might be happy to do it,” she suggested.
This puzzled Vincent. “I thought perhaps an adult ....”
“I saw him in the classroom. He has an obvious love for books. I think it might be good for him - and it 
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would certainly keep him out of trouble. He could start by helping us organize the library, which will tell 
him what is there. Then he could be on hand during his free time to help those looking for something 
special. He has a quick mind and a good memory.”
Vincent admitted this last and was grateful he had asked her to the literature class. He had missed the 
obvious.
That discussion over, Catherine handed him a book He looked up at her with a question in his eyes. 
She chuckled.
“Don’t worry, Vincent. This is my copy. I recognized the reference in the poem and I haven’t read them 
in ages. I thought how lovely it would be to hear you read them.”
Vincent nodded and opened the book, a hardcover version of the original trilogy, and began to read. His 
voice, Catherine decided, was as perfect for fantasy as it was for everything else she had heard him 
read. She sighed and let herself drift into the world of the archipelago.

“The Island of Gont, a single mountain that lifts its peak a mile above the storm-racked Northeast Sea, 
is a land famous for wizards. From the towns in its high valleys ....” **

END

* Both poems were written by Angie many years ago.
** The Wizard of Earthsea, by Ursula LeGuin


